
	  

	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
What defines you 
What defines you 
Is it where you come from or  
Who designed you 
Is it designer clothes that gives you your title 
I gotta know ‘cuz this question is vital 
Is going viral  
What gives you your self worth? 
Caught in a cycle continuous from family birth 
What do you idol? 
Looking for approval? 
If they deny you –  
Does that change the true you? 
Is your bible final to revive you? 
Going through life's trials –  
Let me try you 
On Akuma's stage will you let him beat Ryu? 
God made you from scratch - No recycle 
Wanna be like Michael - or like you? 
Look yourself in the mirror  
Straight in the eye dude 
You ever had a night you wanna grab a rifle 
Put it to your temple and blast out your IQ? 
See I too - sometimes forget minute 
Moments –  
About the one who defined truth 
Jealousy and anger binds and it blinds you 
Or desperation simply makes us act primal 
I ain't tryna give you a lecture 
I just need you to examine yourself bruh 
Feel it out each different texture 
We are not defined by Miriam Webster 
A lot of pressure to chase the pleasure 
Eating forbidden fruit  
Straight drinking the nectar 
On adventure seeking the treasure 
Not realizing it lies in the center 

 
Traveling the Bronx 
Westchester to Webster 
Seeking to mentor  
Those sold by the vendor 
Lies - take eyes off the prize  
Which is Heaven  
God don't let it fall down like Jenga 
Avengers assemble your members 
That's one body - one church 
Working together 
Seeking out the lost and the oppressed ‘cuz 
Our definition is such ‘til he returns again yup 
Yup if you define define 
Determine the nature of the word define 
Delineate the form or find its outline 
Determine the essential quality of define 
There's only one in fact 
The absolute truth can't be one in fact 
To be creator No identity in one himself 
So Relational is the way we define all else 
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